NATURALIZATION FOR CO-ETHNIC GREEKS FROM THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

DOCUMENTS (11)


2. THE CITIZENSHIP APPLICATION SUBMITTED TO THE CITIZENSHIP SERVICE OF OUR PLACE OF RESIDENCE, FULLY COMPLETED IN GREEK. FOR CO-ETHNIC GREEKS RESIDING IN COUNTRY OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION THE APPLICATION IS SUBMITTED TO THE GREEK CONSULAR AUTHORITY OF THEIR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE.

3. TWO RECENT PHOTOS

4. PHOTOCOPY OF PASSPORT AND AN OFFICIAL TRANSLATION

5. BIRTH CERTIFICATE OFFICIALLY TRANSLATED* AND CERTIFIED

6. MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE OF PARENTS, TRANSLATED AND CERTIFIED

7. THE RELATIVE’S BIRTH CERTIFICATE, FROM WHICH THE APPLICANT GETS THE GREEK ORIGIN, TRANSLATED AND CERTIFIED

8. CRIMINAL RECORD CERTIFICATE OF FOREIGN AUTHORITY, TRANSLATED AND CERTIFIED

9. (OPTIONAL) SOLEMN DECLARATION FOR THE HELLENIZATION OF NAME AND SURNAME, CERTIFIED TO THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE SIGNATURE**

10. SOLEMN DECLARATION CERTIFIED TO THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE SIGNATURE, IN WHICH THE EXISTENCE OF A RELATIVE WHO HAS ACQUIRED THE GREEK CITIZENSHIP IS DECLARED, WITH REFERENCE TO THE RELEVANT DECISION
11. FEE - 100 € (FEE CODE **2161**) (FOR CO-ETHNIC GREEKS WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF GREECE) OR A RECEIPT (FOR CO-ETHNIC GREEKS RESIDING IN A COUNTRY OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION). The code for the fee can be printed from www.gsis.gr or from KEP and then the payment is done at the bank.

**ATTENTION!**

Co-Ethnic Greeks from the Former Soviet Union, who are residents of Greece, must submit, in addition to the above-mentioned documents, the following supporting documents:

A) DOCUMENTS PROVING LEGAL ENTRY IN THE COUNTRY BEFORE 31/05/2019.

B) VALID RESIDENCE PERMIT

C) DOCUMENTS PROVING LONG TERM RESIDENCE IN THE COUNTRY SUCH AS: EVIDENCE OF FULFILLMENT OF TAX AND INSURANCE OBLIGATIONS, HOUSE CONTRACTS, TITLES OF PROPERTY OWNERSHIP, EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (AMKA)

* The certificates should be officially translated from the Translation Service of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the Consular Service of the country of origin or from a Greek lawyer or from a translator graduate of the Ionian University School of Translation and not from private offices.

Only the original documents are accepted, not photocopies.

**Certified/stamped at KEP or by a lawyer.**